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Being in the field for so many years, i've come across many

embryologists who are experts in the field but lack a certification. I also

have come across embryologists who go abroad and get certifications

which hold minimal value in our country. Therefore this year with ISAR

we present a one of a kind Skill certification exam so that our indian

body recognises the skills of our immensely talented embryologists and

certifies them so that apart from a theoretical understanding the skills

which are also very crucial, as far as outcomes are concerned, are

meticulously assessed and validated.

 
 

                                             Jaideep Malhotra
                                               President ISAR



ICSI Certification
Criteria

To Clear this module the
candidate needs to get 60%
marks in objective exam
consisting of 30 questions. The
candidate will also need to
demonstrate the skill in front of
the international assessors and
successfully inject 10 oocytes in
the given time. Once completed
the candidate will be certified by
the Indian society of Assisted
Reproduction for the given
procedure.

Certification Fee:

35,000/-+gst



Vitrification Certification

Criteria

To Clear this module the
candidate needs to get 60%
marks in objective exam
consisting of 30 questions. The
candidate will also need to
demonstrate the skill in front of
the international assessors and
successfully vitrify 10 embryos in
the given time. Once completed
the candidate will be certified by
the Indian society of Assisted
Reproduction for the given
procedure.

Certification Fee:

35,000/-+gst



Embryo Biopsy Certification

Certification Fee:

55,000/-+gst

Criteria

To Clear this module the
candidate needs to get 60%
marks in objective exam
consisting of 30 questions. The
candidate will also need to
demonstrate the skill in front of
the international assessors and
successfully biopsy 10 embryos in
the given time. Once completed
the candidate will be certified by
the Indian society of Assisted
Reproduction for the given
procedure.
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PAYMENT DETAILS:
Please send DD of said amount + 18% GST
Indian Society For Assisted Reproduction
(ISAR) Flat No. 23A, 2nd Floor, Elco Arcade,
Hill Road, Bandra West, Mumbai –
400050. Tel: 26456488 / 26406070
 
COURSE VENUE :
ORIGIO India Private Limited | C – 401,
Delphi,Hiranandani BusinessPark, Powai |
Mumbai-400 076, India
P +91 22 4928 0000
 

Icsi -35,000/-

Vitrification- 35,000/-

Embryo Biopsy- 55,000/-


